Abstract. We obtain local estimates of the steady-state Stokes system "without pressure" near boundary. As an application of the local estimates, we prove the partial regularity up to the boundary for the stationary Navier-Stokes equations in a smooth domain in five dimension.
Introduction
The objective of this paper is to study the regularity of stationary Stokes and Navier-Stokes equations near boundary in a domain with smooth boundary. As one of our main results, we obtain local estimates "without pressure" near boundary for the Stokes system. More precisely, let five dimension. The five dimensional steady-state Navier-Stokes equations have been studied in a number of papers (see [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [28] and [29] ). The problem is interesting because dimension five is the smallest dimension where steady-state Navier-Stokes equations is super-critical. Interior partial regularity for suitable weak solutions of five dimensional steady-state Navier-Stokes equations was proved in [28] . In [9] , it was proved that the boundary value problem of the Navier-Stokes equations
on has at least one solution which is regular in the interior provided that 3 is sufficiently regular. However, the boundary regularity for these solutions remains open. By inspecting the construction in [10] one can see that the constructed solutions are suitable weak solutions up to the boundary as defined below (see (28) ). Therefore we can conclude that possible singularities of these solutions must lie in a closed set d e f of one dimensional Hausdorff measure zero. The partial regularity at the boundary for three dimensional time dependent Navier-Stokes equations was studied in [23] . Very recently, the interior partial regularity results in [3] were extended up to the boundary in [24] . This result improves [23] by showing that, under reasonable assumptions, suitable weak solutions are Hölder continuous up to the boundary away from a closed set
where g ¤ is an one dimensional parabolic Hausdorff measure. However, optimal higher regularity of these solutions at e i @ j 8 k B l d
, even in spatial variables, is not known.
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, notation and definitions are introduced. In addition, we recall some well-known facts needed for our proofs.
In Section 3, we prove the estimate (1) for the Stokes system near boundary. In Section 4, we briefly review results on the interior partial regularity of suitable weak solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations in five dimension and prove that the result of interior case is extended up to the boundary in a smooth domain of five dimensional space.
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce notation and definitions and also recall some wellknown results used later. Let us begin with some definitions and notations. 
is defined as follows: 
Estimates for the Stokes system
In this section, we will prove the estimate (1) 
We emphasize that the homogeneous condition is only assigned on some part of the boundary of 9 p s rs d Ú 
We first consider the case 3 ð ¥ â
. We note first that in the weak formulation above, it is easily seen that
by the variational formulation (see Lemma 1.1 in [13, page 186] ). Moreover, we may uniquely take a pressure
. Multiplying ' ì è è to (5) and using the integration by parts, we have 
Proof. Let us first consider the divergence problem. According to Lemma 5, there exists
where
and the following estimate holds
where t is independent of radius of î because of Lemma 5 and the choice of n . Using the above estimate and
With the aid of the Young's inequality, the right side is estimated as follows:
According to the energy estimate (8), we have
Using the hole filling technique, we obtain
are arbitrary numbers, due to the Lemma 3, the assertion (9) is completed.
¬
Since pressure is estimated in terms of velocity, we easily have the following Caccioppoli inequality.
Lemma 7. Let

' be a weak solution of the Stokes system (5). Then for every
, the following estimate holds:
Proof. It is easy consequence of the estimate (8) and (9) . Indeed,
This completes the proof. 
. In what follows we will not use this estimate for û ÿ ¥ ¦ á
, the estimate (13) 
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Using the estimate (13) when
, the right side of (14) is estimated by in terms of
This completes the proof.
¬
Remark 2. One can also derive Theorem 1 directly from Lemma 6 and 7 without using results in [13] by the usual technique of taking derivatives of the equations in the tangential directions first and using the equations in the normal direction (This is completely straightforward if is a half-space).
¬ Remark 3.
As is usual in similar situations (see [1] , for example), Theorem 1 implies a Liouville-type theorem. Consider the boundary-value problem
be a weak solution (15) . If
Proof. This is a standard argument, which we nevertheless sketch for the convenience of the reader. Let u and set
. By the estimate (13) and imbedding theorem, one has 
¬
Similar theorem was proved in [8] by using the reflection principle for the Stokes system (15) . However, it does not seem obvious that the method in [8] could be easily used to obtain local estimates (13) .
In remaining part of this section, using results above, we can verify r estimate (1) for the Stokes system. Let 
We use the same notations used in (5 
Proof. We first investigate a priori estimate for smooth solutions. The idea is to split ' as sum of and » , which solves the Stokes system with nonzero external force and zero boundary, and with zero external force, respectively. First we consider the following Stokes system:
It is well known that the following estimate holds (see Theorem 6.1 in [13, page 
Using è estimate (13) of the Theorem 1, for any 
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Combining (19) and (20), we have
To sum up estimates above, we have the following a priori estimate
Indeed, using estimates (18) and (21), we have 
Since they are smooth, ' and 1 satisfy the estimate (22) , that is
On the other hand, using the linearity of the system above, we also have the following estimate á '
Observing á 3
, we obtain that 
We note that by approximation argument, (17) will play an important role in the proof of the partial regularity result up to the boundary for the Navier-Stokes equations at the boundary in next section.
¬
Partial regularity for the Navier-Stokes equations
In this section, we first review the partial regularity of weak solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations away from the boundary in five dimension (see [28] and [30] ). Next we prove that the result of interior partial regularity is extended up to the boundary in a smooth domain of " -dimensional space.
Interior partial regularity
Let be a bounded or unbounded domain with smooth boundary in # . We consider the stationary Navier-Stokes equations: ' is assumed to satisfy the local energy estimate up to the boundary: The sketch of proof. The proof can be done by a standard "blow-up" method, which is similar to Lin's argument in [20] (see also [18] and [28] ). In [18] and [20] , the argument is used for the time dependent 3-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. The 5-dimensional steady-state Navier-Stokes equations is in fact simpler, because the pressure is much easier to handle. Although this argument is standard, for clarity, we will sketch the proof briefly. Suppose the assertion above is not true. 
By the assumption, we know that 
Next Lemma enable us to investigate the size of interior regular points.
Lemma 9. Suppose that for a given
Proof. This can be proved by a variant of Lin's argument in [20] 
¬
We note first that¯¤
by Lemma 2. Combining Theorem 3 and Lemma 9, it is easily checked that ' is smooth in a neighborhood of every regular point. To sum up all results, we conclude this section by stating the well known interior partial regularity result.
Theorem 4. Let
' be a suitable weak solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (27) . Then there exists closed set
Boundary partial regularity
The obstacle in showing partial regularity up to the boundary lies in difficulty with controlling the pressure associated with '
at the boundary. In the interior case, it can be easily controlled in terms of ' because the pressure can be decomposed as the sum of controllable term and a harmonic function. However, such approach seems not to be applicable near the boundary because of difficulty in estimating the harmonic function up to the boundary. However, with the aid of the Stokes estimate near boundary we established in section 3, we can extend the partial regularity result up to the boundary. Let ' be a suitable weak solution of Navier-Stokes equations (27) . Here the domain we consider has a smooth boundary and, for simplicity, we assume (27) 
and it solves, in a weak sense,
We note first that ¤ . Secondly, we observe that
. Thus, using that such that followings hold: 
which leads to a contradiction because we can choose the constant
, which is an absolute constant. This completes the proof.
is called a boundary regular point provided that°´± , the following inequality holds
Without loss of generality, we may take S R s è
. Instead of (36), we shall show . Let us first prove that 
The estimates of (41) and (42) 
¬
Summing up the results above, we obtain the main theorem.
Theorem 5. Let
' be a suitable weak solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (27) . Then
